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How To Cover And Paint Your Ultralight About This Ebook This ebook was written for entertainment purposes only, and we recommend that you use only approved methods and processes for covering your aircraft. Use of this information is at your own risk, and Affordaplane Aircraft assumes no responsibility or liability if you choose to use this method. Now with that out of the way, let's get started!



Welcome! This free ebook describes a method that I have successfully used to cover and paint my ultralight aircraft, the Affordaplane. It is divided into two parts, covering and painting. I wasn't fortunate enough to have the money to use certified processes, so I scoured the available literature, and found a method that many have used successfully, and worked very well for me. The Affordaplane is an inexpensive, 3 axis back to basics flyer, and it was designed to be built with common hand tools. I didn't care if she won any awards, or had a pretty 'show' finish, I just wanted her to fly safely, and look good from 20 feet away! As mine was a prototype aircraft, I took the advice of experts and didn't spend a lot of time on the finish, as I knew we would be changing things as we further developed the aircraft. This proved to be a good idea, and I was pleasantly surprised when the finish turned out very well, with very little effort! My aircraft has withstood two years in full Florida sunshine, with no protective covers, except for an application of "Son Of A Gun" UV protectorant applied every few months. The finish has faded a little bit during this time, but still looks great, and the fabric is still airworthy! With a little bit of extra effort, you can give your airplane a show finish, and save money at the same time! Interested? Well, read on!
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How To Cover And Paint Your Ultralight



Getting Ready The key to any good covering job is knowledge and preparation. Read everything available to you about covering, not just this ebook. Talk to your local EAA chapter. Ask people at the field who have covered their own aircraft. Weigh the pros and cons, and decide what finish you want, and how much you want to spend. Covering your aircraft is usually the last big job you do to your airplane before you go fly. Remember that your covering job is going to be the first thing people see on your aircraft, and even if every part is perfect inside, they are going to judge your workmanship by your covering job! So take the extra time to insure that you do the best you can. Materials Needed Dacron Fabric Poly-Tak Adhesive Acetone 1" to 2" Throw away paint brushes Razor knife, razor blades Clamps Mixing cans (coffee cans) Sharp scissors Mixing sticks Iron Fabric thermometer



About Poly Tak A high-strength, fast-drying, one-part cement manufactured from a proprietary formula especially to attach polyester fabric to airframes. It is FAA approved with the Poly-Fiber STC for use



in making a 2" overlap cement seam on the wing leading edge and a 1" overlap cement seam on the balance of the aircraft, regardless of the wing loading or maximum speed (Vne). No other aircraft fabric cement has this approval. Poly-Tak is also an excellent cement for cotton, linen, and glass fiber, and will adhere to most surfaces for shear load bonding. Add methyl Ethyl Ketone (MEK) when necessary to reduce viscosity due to solvent evaporation from an open container. Refer to the Poly-Fiber Manual for details on approved methods for cement seams. SHELF LIFE: Guaranteed 2 years unopened in protected storage under 100 degrees F. Not affected by freezing. Do not use if appears dark or whiskey colored. Poly-Tak should be clear. Discolored cement has been heat damaged. Test adhesion of fabric to bare aluminum if storage temperature exceeds 100 degrees F for several months or guaranteed shelf life has expired.



Preparation Be aware that the chemicals used in covering are extremely flammable, and you should take precaution to make sure the area you work in is well ventilated. Also try to keep the chemicals such as acetone from getting on your hands too much. This can be dangerous to your health. A quick word about using acetone instead of MEK. Mek is the solvent that has been used on my Affordaplane Ultralight, and many people have used this in the past for thinning the Poly Tak. Nowadays many people use acetone, so I switched to acetone after finding that it works just as well, is more inexpensive, and more readily available. Also try to keep the dust down if you have an open place you are covering in. This isn't as critical now as it will be once you start painting.
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How To Cover And Paint Your Ultralight



Ready, Set, Cover! Let's get started! First, prepare the surface for covering by removing any dirt, oil, and grime that may be on your airframe. Take a rag soaked in acetone and wipe down the entire surface. Here is a picture of what a typical ultralight airframe looks like before covering:



The following shots will show a wing being covered, but the process is exactly the same for elevator and rudder. After preparing the surface, we need to apply a layer of Poly-Tak to the bare airframe. What I did was to make a 50/50 mix of Poly-Tak and acetone in a coffee can, and apply that with a brush to the frame. What this does is it gives the area underneath the fabric more 'wetted area' to work. |I have seen people skip this step, but it seems easier to me to achieve a good coat underneath the fabric. You can activate it by applying fresh Poly-Tak to the surface and the dry layer underneath activates and wicks up through the fabric. Now we are ready to apply fabric. You want to cut a piece that is about 2" oversize on all dimensions you want to cover. Make sure you only use a pencil for marking, as other pens and markers will contaminate the fabric.



Here is what it will look like:



You want to make sure that the fabric is laying evenly around the entire surface. No big wrinkles, warps, etc. Use clamps that wont damage the fabric to hold it in it's general position. Clothes pins work great on tubes under 1/2". The fabric should wrap at least halfway (180 degrees) around the tube. You want to start attaching the fabric near the middle of one side, and work your way to the edge, making sure the fabric doesn't creep. On the wing in this picture, myself and a helper got on opposite sides and worked towards the wing tip. Where there are hinges, or protrusions such as an elevator bellcrank, you simply slit the fabric, and tack it down around the object. The goal is to get the fabric attached securely all around the frame you are covering. Apply the Poly-Tak from the outside and let it soak through the fabric. Small wrinkles are no problem, however, try to insure that you get the fabric to lay down without wrinkles on the tubes. If you shrink the fabric, and then find a big wrinkle that is laying over a tube, for instance, it is possible that when you try to take the wrinkle out with acetone, it will pop off the frame, and that can mess up a few hours of your time! I liked to thin the Poly-Tak with a little acetone, so that it flows better into the fabric, and gets a good bond. It also allows the Poly-Tak that you applied underneath the fabric to activate, and seals the fabric better.
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Ready, Set, Cover! page 2 When attaching corners, take your time, and make sure there are no wrinkles on the tube. I like to use clothes pins to hold it in place while drying.



Here are some shots of what your frame should look like after you have it covered.



Shrinking The Fabric This part of the process is fun and rewarding. It is almost magical to see a wrinkled, loose covering turn into a taught, smooth surface, just with the application of a little heat. You will shrink the fabric in three steps. Using a household iron, (1100 watts) you want to first shrink the fabric on a low setting (around 250 degrees average). Please refer to your plans for the correct temperatures!
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How To Cover And Paint Your Ultralight



Shrinking The Fabric page 2 You will want to calibrate your iron. I used a little thermometer from "Black Baron" (model aircraft supply and Aircraft Spruce). Lay the iron upside down and make marks around the temperature control with a marker. Now your iron is calibrated. Here is a shot of the shrinking process.



Keep your iron moving, and just work out any wrinkles that may appear. This shot shows how the fabric tightens up.



You will want to shrink the fabric on one side first, on the low setting, and then cover the other side. Shrink the other side on the low setting, and then finish shrinking both sides in this fashion. This will insure that the frame doesn't warp or twist. NOTE: I used reinforcing tapes sparingly on my airplane, and I did not use Poly-Brush. Always follow your designer's recommendations first! Here is a picture of the finished product!



Congratulations! Now your airplane is covered. Let's move on to the painting section then, shall we?
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Painting Your Homebuilt Here is the method I used to paint the aircraft. It is written and tested by Mr. Jerry Bunner, with his permission. Use at your own risk! Affordaplane Aircraft nor the author of this article assume liability if you decide to use this method.



Experimental Paint For Your Homebuilt This describes a painting method, which is highly experimental in nature, and if you choose to use this please be advised you do so at your own risk. The ONLY way to paint and finish any airplane is with certified and proven methods. I have experimented for 10 years using different painting methods to finish fabric on light experimentales. The alternate finishing methods can and will hold up well given proper application and protection from the elements. My first attempt at painting was using Mike Fisher's latex method. It was my conclusion that this would not provide the level of finish that I wanted to see on my airplane. In 1994 I built and finished a Nieuport 11, (Graham Lee Design) and covered it in 1.6oz Stitts. I used a combination of black latex primer to fill the weave of the fabric and industrial polyurethane oil base paint for the finish. This experience started my search for a better method. My goal was a serviceable finish that would look good and avoid the need to spend the large amount of money for the certified stuff! Here is what I have come up with and I might say it works well, looks good with a nice gloss and is very easy on the pocket book. This finish goes on easy, and the need for elaborate spray painting facilities is eliminated. STEP 1 Seal aircraft with wood sealer if it is a wooden airplane. There is no need to finish an aluminum tube structure if it is not flown near salt water. For the Special I am building I am using 2 brush coats of MINWAX OUTDOOR CLEAR SHIELD POLYURETHANE WOOD SEALER.



This material is applied unthinned but brushed on in thin coats. I use satin finish so that I may see better where I have brushed. STEP 2 If you are using the STITTS FABRIC (1.7oz) you can brush a thinned coat of POLY TAC cement over the fabric gluing points. Use your Stitts manual for further information on this. The cement can be thinned with MEK SOLVENT and I used about 50/50 cement/thinner. Let this dry and then the fabric can be applied and the cement under neath the fabric can be reactivated by brushing 50/50 cement through the fabric at these areas. After the fabric has been applied and shrunk then the tapes that you're using for reinforcement and or rib stitching/attachment can be applied using this same glue combination. A little iron run along the rough spots will smooth them and make sure that they are attached well. I use a Modelers Heat Shrink Cover Iron for this process. STEP 3 Clean the fabric with a clean cotton cloth and solution of MEK. Just dampen the cloth and wipe the fabric with it. Remember that this stuff is a strong solvent and is capable of melting the glue joints and dissolving your Polyurethane wood sealer. If you just dampen the cleaning cloth and wipe the surface of your covering job this will remove the sizing and other contaminants on the fabric. If you do not do this the paint will not adhere very well. STEP 4 Using a Good Quality Tac Cloth wipe down the area to be painted BEFORE EVERY STEP! Page 2 of Experimental Paint For Your Homebuilt
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Painting Your Homebuilt page 2 STEP 5 Using EMPIRE POLYURETHANE LATEX PRIMER thinned with 30% FLOETROL LATEX PAINT CONDITIONER and a 3"FOAM PAINT BRUSH, brush the primer into the fabric using span wise strokes. This is the first coat so do not try to fill the weave completely with this first coat. If you do you will have runs inside the fabric and just in general make a big mess. Repeat this process using cross coats until the fabric weave is filled. This will take 3 to 4 coats. Be sure to let the paint dry well before each application. If you use nice even brush strokes there will be no need to sand before final paint application. The FLOETROL will help the paint flow out into the fabric and be self-leveling. It also adds flexibility to the paint. Minor brush stokes are acceptable to me but you make you own decision about sanding. Preparation is the key to a great final finish. No short cuts here. STEP 6 Using ENTERPRISE GLOSS POLYURETHANE OIL BASE ENAMEL and a 4" WIDE 1" DIAMETER WHITE FOAM PAINT ROLLER roll the first coat of finish color onto the fabric. The finish will be much smoother if you put the paint on a smooth surface to apply it to the roller. I used wax paper taped to a smooth surface. Remember that you are not trying to apply the complete finish coat in one step. Roll the paint out to a nice even coat and when the paint begins to tack stop rolling. The urethane paint will self level as it begins to cure. All you are doing here is to apply the paint evenly and get most of the air bubbles out of the finish color. Time between coats will be about 24 hours depending on humidity. The finish color will take 2 to 3 coats depending upon the color you choose. You should have a very glossy finish. STEP 7 After the paint has cured for at least a week, clean the painted surface and wipe on a coat of SON OF A GUN PROTECTANT or similar to protect the paint and give the surface some UV protection. I clean my paint job often and keep a coat of this protectant on at all times. The paint samples that I have done over the years have spent their entire time out door in all kinds of weather in the state of Indiana. This system seems to hold up well and still



look good after all of this abuse. Please do your own samples and satisfy your self as to your technique and results. Best of luck and happy aviating. LIST OF SUPPLIERS AND MATERIALS LOWE'S HARDWARE STORE WOOD SEALER - MINWAX CLEAR SHIELD POLYURETHANE WOOD SEALER LATEX PRIMER - ENTERPRISE BRAND LATEX PRIMER IN WHITE LATEX CONDITIONER - FLOETROL BRAND LATEX PAINT CONDITIONER FINAL COLOR - ENTERPRISE BRAND POLYURETHANE OIL BASED ENAMEL SOLVENT MEK ROLLER 4X1" WHITE FOAM PAINT ROLLERS



We hope you have enjoyed this free ebook from Affordaplane Aircraft! Feel free to send this ebook to any friends you think may find it useful. If you are interested in the Affordaplane Ultralight, please click on the banner below. Blue Skies!
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For Information on...



The Affordaplane Plans For The Affordaplane The A-Plane Tour Current Updates Visit: http://affordaplane.com or Email: [email protected]



Thanks again for your interest in our ebook and The Affordaplane! We hope you have enjoyed this ebook
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